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Braking

When the control valve is set to neutral, ports X and Y are
connected to the return line of the tank. Pressure on both
ends of the plunger is reduced to exhaust value and the
plunger is re-centred. The metering notches on the plunger
gradually limit the flow of return fluid from the motor and
machine speed is smoothly reduced.

Hydraulic oil goes into the motor through the counter
balance valve. From the counter balance system the
pressurised flow goes through three of the six slots A in the
fixed valve plate 1 and reacts against the crowns of the
piston 3 found in the cylinders of the rotating barrel 2.

The pressurised oil pushes the pistons down and the
slipper pads attached to the base of the pistons, move on
the angle face of the fixed swash plate 4.

As the barrel B turns it moves the drive shaft of the sun
gear 5 which inputs drive to the track gearbox. When the
pistons reach bottom dead centre the valve plate 1 covers
their oil port before it aligns with the first of the remaining
three slots B which connects the oil in the cylinders with
the return line to tank.

This lets the barrel continue to turn and as the pistons are
pushed back up the cylinders, the oil above them is
displaced to the tank.

When the operator selects reverse drive, then the oil under
pressure goes into the slots B in the valve plate, the
pistons are pushed down, their cylinders and the barrel
and drive shaft turn in the opposite direction.
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Fig 19. 
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Fig 20. 
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Circuit Diagrams
Introduction to Hydraulic Schematic Symbols

TE-001

General (Basic and Functional Symbols)

Complex hydraulic components and circuits can be
described to the engineer by using graphical symbols. The
following pages illustrate and give a brief description for
some of the more common symbols used.

There are many symbols in use and it would be impossible
to include them all here. However it should be noted that
most are only variations or refinements on the basic
principles explained here. If more detailed information is
required you are recommended to obtain a copy of
BS2917 or IS01219.

Once familiar with the symbols, the engineer can use
hydraulic circuit diagrams as an aid to fault finding. It will
be possible to see the complete hydraulic circuit and
decipher the relationship between hydraulic components.

Table 1. General

Table 2. Rams

Table 3. Pumps and Motors

Spring

Flow restriction affected by 
viscosity

Direction of flow

Indication of rotation

Indication of direction and 
paths of flow

Variable control

Single acting

Double acting

Double ended

Double acting with damping 
at rod area end

Variable capacity pump two 
directions of flow

Fixed capacity motor one 
direction of flow

Fixed capacity motor two 
directions of flow

Variable capacity motor one 
direction of flow

Variable capacity motor two 
directions of flow
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Table 4. Control Valves

Used to enclose several 
valves indicating they are 
supplied as one unit

3-Position, 4-port spring 
centered pilot operated valve

3-position, 6-port spring 
centered pilot operated valve

3-Position, 4-port spring 
centered solenoid & pilot 
pressure operated valve

3-Position, 4-port spring 
centered detent hand 
operated valve

Non-return valve

Non-return valve with back 
pressure spring

Pilot operated non-return 
valve

One way restrictor

High pressure selector 
(shuttle valve)

Throttling orifice - normally 
closed

Throttling orifice - normally 
open

Relief valve

Variable restrictor


